What Makes the Sharper Mind Centers® Program Different
from Tutoring?
Tutoring programs can be very helpful if your child has trouble
in one or two particular academic areas. For example, when a person is doing well in reading and spelling and yet is having trouble
with geometry, getting remedial help in that particular subject area
can be very productive.
If a child is having a problem with a number of subjects (except
perhaps the “doing” or “creative” classes such as P.E., art or music, it
is likely there are one or more impairments of the left hemisphere of
the brain. These may include impairments of the auditory cortex,
the visual cortex, the mind-muscle feedback loop, and/or memory
cortices. Tutoring cannot resolve those issues. Sharper Mind
Centers does not tutor, and conversely tutoring-based organizations
do not provide an effective brain development program for individuals with ADD/ADHD or dyslexia.
A child or adult with cognitive dysfunction may have one or more
of the following characteristics along with learning challenges:
1. Difficulty remembering instructions.
2. Inattentive or impulsive.
3. Spiraling withdrawal or anger patterns.
4. Takes longer to do work or homework than thought to be
normal, or has trouble completing and turning it in.
5. A bit socially inept.
6. Taking stimulant medications such as Ritalin®, Adderall®
or Concerta®, or non-stimulants such Strattera, Prozac®
or Wellbutrin® (or have been recommended).
Most parents can intuitively sense that there is a deeper problem not being addressed by the schools or special
education. If your child closely fits this second scenario, then tutoring services will be limited in their effectiveness. First resolve the underlying mental issues, then finish with tutoring if it is still needed.
The Sharper Mind Centers Program works at the neurological level, first optimizing cognitive function through
whole brain exercises involving the major muscle groups, developing the mind’s eye process and fine motor skills.
The brain is strengthened and mental performance is often enhanced to the point where tutoring is not needed.
Results can be dramatic and results are lasting. Improvements are usually noted within 8-12 weeks, though
some may take longer. Most children on medications are able to discontinue them in 6-9 months with the Sharper
Mind Centers program. Behavior, attitude and relationships all improve.

When optimum results are what you are looking for, Sharper Mind Centers® can provide an
effective, lasting program for you and your child. Call to schedule an evaluation to find out
what’s really going on.
Call today Toll free
1-866-HELP-A.D.D. (435-7233)
www.SharperMindCenters.com

